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ABSTRACT

INVISIBLE TREES AND MEETING MANAGEMENT NEEDS: A COMPARISON OF DISTANCE SAMPLING AND TRADITIONAL FOREST INVENTORY METHODS

by

Connor Breton

University of New Hampshire, September, 2018

Forest inventory is an important part of forest planning and management. While land managers risk making misinformed management decisions when relying on low quality inventory data, they also must balance the data they collect with the time investment necessary for sampling. We compared abundance and density estimates of large trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in diameter at breast height sampled with fixed area sampling, horizontal point sampling, and two forms of distance sampling (line transect sampling and point transect sampling), a sampling method primarily used in wildlife surveys. To compare the time investments of each form of distance sampling, we also recorded implementation time in the field and created linear regressions from which the required time to sample a specific number of trees with a given method could be predicted. Results suggest that in most cases, fixed area sampling and (or) horizontal point sampling out-perform distance sampling and produce more precise and accurate estimates of large trees, even when the sampled trees are present at various levels of density. However, it was also found that in some cases, distance sampling has the potential to out-perform traditional inventory methods and land managers are likely to prefer using point transect sampling over line transect sampling.
CHAPTER I

INVISIBLE TREES AND MEETING MANAGEMENT NEEDS: A COMPARISON OF DISTANCE SAMPLING AND TRADITIONAL FOREST INVENTORY METHODS

Introduction

Forest inventory is at the core of forest planning and management. The information provided by an inventory allows land managers to not only develop feasible management objectives, but to also make the well-informed decisions necessary for meeting those objectives. Forest inventories also provide information from which management success may be determined. By comparing information collected prior to and following any landscape alterations (e.g. harvesting), land managers are often able to determine whether they have met their objectives or need to engage in adaptive management. The ability to plan, manage, and adapt, however, depends not only on the type of inventory conducted, but also on how precisely and accurately the inventory accounts for forest components relevant to management.

Forest components in moderate to high abundance are often adequately accounted for with traditional inventory methods, yet traditional methods such as horizontal point sampling (HPS) (Bitterlich 1947, 1984; Grosenbaugh 1955, 1958) may yield biased estimates of scarce forest components that go undetected during sampling (Ritter et al. 2013). This is of management concern given that, despite their distribution, sparse and clustered forest components such as veneer quality trees or trees with wildlife cavities have significant economic (Cassens 2004) and ecological value (Tubbs et al. 1987). Without the ability to reliably account for these types of forest components, land managers are more likely to underestimate forest value and make misinformed management decisions, leading to lost profits or undesired ecological outcomes.
Many sampling methods have been proposed for use when trying to account for sparse and clustered forest components including modified horizontal line sampling (Ducey et al. 2002; Kenning et al. 2005), guided transect sampling (Ståhl et al. 2000), unrestricted guided transect sampling (Ringvall et al. 2007), and adaptive cluster sampling (Roesch 1993; Talvitie et al. 2006; Thompson 1990, 1991). While designed to increase the probability that sparse and clustered forest components will be sampled, sample design complexity may prevent some of these methods from also being used to account for common forest components. Therefore, when scarce and common forest components are to be sampled, a land manager may choose to use a non-traditional inventory method in conjunction with a traditional inventory method such as fixed area sampling (FAS), though some sampling combinations may be inefficient (Bäuerle et al. 2009). For example, despite recognizing that foresters commonly use plots when conducting timber inventories, Ståhl et al. (2000) proposed a method of inventory for sparsely distributed forest components that makes use of strips in one stage of sampling and lines in a second stage. Combining such a complex sample design with a plot-based inventory would likely require foresters to invest a significant amount of time and effort to account for separate groups of forest components.

Additionally, without a flexible, yet efficient, quantitative sampling method, those conducting forest inventories often adopt qualitative methods (Ståhl et al. 2000) such as site descriptions and subjective categorical labels (e.g. low, moderate, and dense) to describe forest conditions. While these data can be useful, it is difficult to compare qualitative data over different time periods (Ståhl et al 2000). Furthermore, consistency in using subjective categorical labels is difficult to achieve when separate groups and individuals are tasked with inventorying the same tract of land. Invasive species serve as a good example of when this inconsistency
challenges the strength of the data collected. For example, an individual may find an invasive species over their inventory tract and describe it as present at a “moderate” level of density. A decade later a new person may inventory the same tract of land and again find the invasive to be present. This time, however, the new person may have a differing perspective of what constitutes specific levels of density and may also say that the invasive is present at a “moderate” level, when in fact density has increased substantially. The new person in this case would be unable to compare their conclusion with that of the previous individual and would therefore have no way of determining how the invasive’s population has changed.

A promising method for inventorying sparse and clustered forest components is distance sampling, a quantitative sampling method which derives estimates of density and abundance from models of sample object detection probabilities (Buckland et al. 1993). Distance sampling was primarily designed to overcome the challenges of surveying wildlife with the ability to hide from or escape an observer’s detection (Ducey and Astrup 2013); however, the method’s potential for surveying non-wildlife objects, including vegetation, has also been recognized (Buckland et al. 1993; Burnham et al. 1980; Hayes and Buckland 1983; Drummer and McDonald 1987). Distance sampling is also considerably flexible with regards to implementation as it can be conducted with a line-based sample design known as line transect sampling (LTS) or a point-based sample design known as point transect sampling (PTS). Such flexibility in sample focus and design allows virtually any forest component to be sampled, regardless of its mobility or if it is commonly accounted for in traditional forest inventories.

Previous studies have used LTS to sample a variety of forest components including invasive plants (Kenny 2015), cowslips (*Primula veris* L.) (Buckland et al. 2007), Scottish primroses (*P. scotica* Hook.) (Shewry et al. 2002), Brazilnut trees (*Bertholletia excelsa* Humb. &
Bonpl.) (Peres and Baider 1997), iroko trees (*Milicia excelsa* Welw. C.C. Berg) (Ouinsavi and Sokpon 2010), *Myrianthus holstii* Engl. trees (Kissa and Sheil 2012), habitat trees (Bäuerle et al. 2009; Bäuerle and Nothdurft 2011), dead wood (Bäuerle et al. 2009), and tree holes (Didas 2009). Alternatively, PTS has been used to sample dead wood (Ritter et al. 2013; Ritter and Saborowski 2012, 2014) and an assortment of fruiting tree species (Marsden and Pilgrim 2003). Detection probability models rooted in PTS estimation processes have also been used to correct for the bias associated with a variety of forest parameter estimates derived from non-distance sampling inventory methods (Ritter et al. 2013; Ducey and Astrup 2013; Astrup et al. 2014).

Additionally, given certain environmental conditions, distance sampling has been found to be capable of more efficiently sampling specific forest components than belt transect sampling (Kissa and Sheil 2012), HPS (Ritter and Saborowski 2012), and FAS (Ritter and Saborowski 2012, 2014).

Though these studies have demonstrated the flexibility and utility of distance sampling when used in the context of forestry, land managers interested in the method may still be uncertain about when to use it and how to decide between using LTS or PTS. To resolve such uncertainty, we sampled trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in diameter at breast height (DBH) (hereafter referred to as “large trees”) over the same forest tracts with two traditional forest inventory methods and both forms of distance sampling. Large trees were selected as the focus of sampling efforts as they are frequently of interest to land managers due to their timber value (Cassens 2004), seed production potential (Healy and Houf 1989), benefits to wildlife (Tubbs et al. 1987), and role in providing forest structure (Bäuerle and Nothdurft 2011). Resulting abundance estimates associated with each inventory technique were then compared against a tract-specific reference population, and the sampling method which most precisely and
accurately accounted for large trees was determined. In addition, we recorded the sampling time associated with LTS and PTS so that linear regression models of sampling time could be produced, and the efficiency of each form of distance sampling could be assessed.

A comparison of forest inventory methods may provide land managers with a sense of how adequately their preferred method accounts for various forest components, as well as whether they should consider using distance sampling. Furthermore, a comparison of LTS and PTS efficiency when used in a forestry context will also provide land managers with insight into how they can best accommodate their needs given resource constraints and the field conditions they routinely encounter. Finally, another demonstration of distance sampling accounting for valuable, yet sparsely distributed forest components may cause land managers to use the method as a replacement for, or as Bäuerle et al. (2009) suggested, as a supplement to traditional forest inventory methods.

Methods

This study was conducted within three forest compartments of the Bartlett Experimental Forest (BEF) in Bartlett, NH USA. For this study, two of the three compartments were combined and considered a single 40.47-ha (100-ac) compartment (hereafter referred to as the “northern hardwood compartment”) because they were contiguous tracts of northern hardwood forest. The first tract of land forming the northern hardwood compartment was BEF Compartment 36 which had an area of 21.45 ha (53 ac) and a clearcut harvest in its southern portion in 1999. The second tract of land forming the northern hardwood compartment was BEF Compartment 37 which had an area of 19.02 ha (47 ac) and a diameter limit cut also conducted around 1999. The species defining the northern hardwood compartment were sugar maple (*Acer saccharum* Marshall), American beech (*Fagus grandifolia* Ehrh.), and yellow birch (*Betula alleghaniensis* Britton),
though other trees such as eastern hemlock (*Tsuga canadensis* (L.) Carrière) and red maple (*Acer rubrum* L.) were also frequently encountered throughout the area. The third study compartment was BEF Compartment 26 (hereafter referred to as the “hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment”) which was 31.97 ha (79 ac) of designated natural area with no recent harvesting. Many of the species found in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment were the same as those found in the northern hardwood compartment; however, eastern hemlock trees represented a greater proportion of all stems in the former.

Within each forest compartment, large trees were sampled with two traditional forest inventory methods (HPS and FAS) and two forms of distance sampling (LTS and PTS) (Figure 1). To assess each method’s precision and accuracy, abundance estimates associated with each form of sampling were compared with a compartment-specific reference population. An analysis of sampling time was also conducted for LTS and PTS, allowing efficiency to be determined and for stronger conclusions to be drawn regarding the appropriate conditions for distance sampling to be employed as a forest inventory technique. Specifics regarding efficiency analysis and the four employed sampling methods follow.
**Fixed Area Sampling**

Square, 0.1 ha (0.25 ac) fixed area plots have been in place across the BEF landscape since the mid-1900s. These plots were laid out with corresponding corners located along a grid of 100.58 m (5 chains) by 201.17 m (10 chains), though the orientation of the grid’s dimensions differs throughout the forest to capture elevation gradients and maximum landscape variability. In the northern hardwood compartment of this study, the grid of plots ran 100.58 m (5 chains) in the east-west direction and 201.17 m (10 chains) in the north-south direction, while in the

---

Figure 1. Inventory method sample designs. Designs include 0.1 ha (0.25 ac) fixed area plots (gray squares), horizontal point sampling points (gray circles), distance sampling line transects (black solid lines) with truncated search distance of 20.12 m (1 chain, black dashed lines), and distance sampling point transects (same location as horizontal point sampling points) with truncated search distance of 20.12 m (1 chain, black dashed circles).
hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment the short and long dimensions of the grid were oppositely oriented.

Since their installment, the plots have been periodically maintained and measured, with the most recent measurements between 2015 and 2018 including a complete tally of all stems determined with a diameter tape to be 11.3 cm (4.45 in) or greater in DBH. Stems were tallied as belonging to 2.54 cm (1 in) wide diameter classes, and all stems with a partial DBH measurement of 1.14 cm (0.45 in) or greater were rounded up and tallied in the next highest diameter class. For example, if a tree was measured to have a DBH of 11.3 cm (4.45 in), it was tallied as a 12.7 cm (5 in) tree during the plot’s complete tally.

To stay consistent with the minimum DBH of trees sampled with HPS (11.43 cm, or 4.5 in), counts of trees in the 12.7 cm (5 in) class were multiplied by 0.95 prior to calculating the total number of trees with a DBH of 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater within each compartment. This calculation accounts for the fact that only 95% of the trees tallied within the within the 12.7 cm (5 in) diameter class would be expected to have a DBH of 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater. Counts of trees in classes higher than 12.7 cm (5 in) were left unadjusted. Likewise, prior to separately calculating the number of large trees within each compartment, counts of trees in the 45.72 cm (18 in) class were multiplied by 0.45 since only 45% of the trees within that diameter class would be expected to have a DBH of 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater. When calculating the number of large trees within each compartment, counts of trees in classes higher than 45.72 cm (18 in) were left unadjusted.

Only plots that were completely contained within each study compartment boundary were considered during fixed area plot calculations. For the northern hardwood compartment, two fixed area plots that were only partially in the study compartment were excluded from
analysis (in addition, HPS and distance sampling were not conducted where the normal sampling grid was interrupted by the compartment boundary). Moreover, though HPS and distance sampling were conducted close to the northern boundary of the northern hardwood compartment, the sample locations were close to a woods road which prevented four corresponding fixed area plots from being installed.

**Horizontal Point Sampling**

Starting at the corner of each compartment’s first fixed area plot, HPS points were systematically established every 50.29 m (2.5 chains) along the short dimension of each compartment’s fixed area plot grid. At each point, a basal area factor (BAF) 20 prism was used to sample the surrounding trees determined with a diameter tape to be 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater in DBH. Species, DBH, and live/dead status were recorded for each “in” tree, along with any notes indicating information such as deformities. Many of the trees sampled had physical damage or deformities; therefore, if DBH could not be measured at 1.37 m (4.5 ft) up the tree’s stem, it was measured at the closest spot below 1.37 m (4.5 ft) free of deformity. Though rare, DBH measurements on deformed trees were also sometimes taken above 1.37 m (4.5 ft) if a deformity-free spot within reasonable reach of the observer was thought to better approximate the tree’s true DBH (had it not had a deformity) than the closest deformity-free spot below 1.37 m (4.5 ft). Dead tree DBH was measured at 1.37 m (4.5 ft) regardless of missing chunks of wood and previously described DBH measurement adjustments were only made in cases of another type of deformity or fungal growth. In the case of a tree being considered “borderline,” the distance between the sample point and the pith of the tree in question was measured with a tape, or a Vertex DME unit (Haglöf Sweden) which uses sound waves to measure distance. Boundary
slopopver of individual HPS points was corrected for using the walkthrough method of Ducey et al. (2004).

To further compare HPS with distance sampling (particularly LTS), and to test for sample design influence on abundance estimation, we also calculated estimates of large tree abundance for each compartment as if HPS data were collected along lines as opposed to points. While abundance estimates were derived from the conventional calculations associated with HPS, the selection of data to be used in the estimation process mimicked a line-based sample design as opposed to a point-based design. Within each compartment, the grid of fixed area plots (over which HPS points were also established) provided four lines with an associated series of HPS points. We considered each of these four lines as a sampling unit and calculated what our compartment-specific estimate of large tree abundance would have been if we had sampled those four lines with replacement. For example, if line one was selected twice for a given set of samples, followed by lines two and three, then the data of all HPS points associated with those lines would be used in abundance estimation. Furthermore, the data from the series of HPS points associated with line one would appear twice in the abundance calculation, while data from the series of HPS points associated with lines two and three would only appear once. We followed this process for each possible permutation of sample lines and produced 256 estimates of large tree abundance and their associated variances per compartment. Following estimation, the 256 large tree abundance estimates for each compartment were compared with the LTS and PTS confidence intervals believed to best represent the same large trees.

**Line Transect Sampling**

In each study compartment, a single observer conducted LTS as described by Buckland et al. (1993). Using a sighting compass, line transects were laid out along the short dimension of
the fixed area plot grid in each compartment; east-west in the northern hardwood compartment and north-south in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment. Unless the observer walking the transect encountered boundary line, transects were periodically broken up every 50.29 m (2.5 chains) so that a distance sampling point transect and HPS point could be established and sampled. Following PTS and HPS, the observer continued along the line transect from where it last ended (i.e. the point transect and HPS point). While walking along each line transect segment 50.29 m (2.5 chains) in length, the observer pulled an unwinding tape and searched for large trees located 20.12 perpendicular m (1 perpendicular chain) or less from the given line transect, effectively forming a sample strip with a width of 40.23 m (2 chains). In some cases, where the intersection of a line transect by boundary caused unintended truncation of search area, we attempted to account for the missing area by sampling trees in the compartment and within sight of the observer but located beyond the intersection point of the boundary and transect (Figure 2).

For each large tree detected, the observer recorded the distance between the tree and its associated line transect using a Vertex DME (or a tape if the sound of running water prevented the DME from taking an accurate distance measurement). For each detection, the observer also used a sighting compass to measure the angle between the tree and its associated line transect. While distance and angle are the only observation-specific measurements necessary to compute LTS abundance estimates (Buckland et al. 1993), the observer also recorded each observation’s species, DBH (as measured with a diameter tape), and live/dead status, as well whether it was first detected due to the observer walking off the line to measure another tree, and any relevant notes. Measurements of DBH were taken as in HPS.
The observer occasionally made slight adjustments to the directional layout of the transects they were walking to ensure that the location of every other point transect and HPS point lined up with the appropriate corner of the next fixed area plot. Though rare, some line transects ran long due to imperfect spacing between fixed area plots, and as a result point transects and HPS points associated with the shifted fixed area plots were also shifted. The extra length of these transects was accounted for in all distance sampling analyses. The four most western fixed area plots of transect three in the northern hardwood compartment were also imperfectly spaced and positioned along the compartment’s fixed area grid. Due to the shift in these plots, line transect segments 100.58 m (5 chains) in length did not lead to point transects and HPS points being located at their corners as had been the case for all other unshifted plots in the compartment.

Figure 2. Slopeover correction. In some cases, compartment boundary (black dashed line) would intersect a line transect (solid black line) and physically truncate search area (gray dashed line). Trees (gray circles with black outline) within the search area were eligible for sampling, however, trees in the compartment that were within sight of the observer but located beyond the intersection of boundary and transect (“trees” within the gray outlined circle) were also sampled if irregular, unintended truncation of the search area occurred.

**Point Transect Sampling**

Like LTS, a single observer conducted PTS in each study compartment according to Buckland et al. (1993) with a truncated search distance of 20.12 m (1 chain) from the point transect. Point transect locations coincided with HPS points, and the measurements taken for
PTS were the same as those taken for LTS, except for an angle to each observed tree since radial distance is used in abundance estimation as opposed to perpendicular distance. We acknowledge that because they exist at the same location, conducting HPS prior to PTS could allow the observer to find large trees that may otherwise go undetected during PTS; therefore, PTS was always conducted prior to HPS.

Additionally, though we recognize the possibility that trees within the overlapping search area of PTS and LTS may have been more easily detected during the observer’s second pass through, we did not consider the joint likelihood for the distances to these trees as in Buckland et al. (2007) for several reasons. First, the purpose of our study was to consider LTS and PTS as separate sampling processes and therefore we were not interested in combining the data collected between them. Second, because of their size, large trees were likely to have a relatively high detection probability over a range of distances even without scanning an area twice. Finally, in the case of an observer conducting PTS without LTS, an initial coarse scan of the search area would still occur with the observer walking between PTS locations.

**Distance Sampling Estimators and Reference Populations**

All analyses for this study were conducted in R (R Core Team 2016). We relied on the R package *Distance* (Miller 2017) for modeling detection probabilities associated with large trees located 20.12 m (1 chain) or less from sampled line or point transects. Final population estimates of large trees and related summary statistics were also obtained from the *Distance* package. For each estimated population of large trees, we attempted to model detection probabilities with the same set of eight detection functions. Included in the set were those described as “generally useful” in Buckland et al. (Section 2.4, 1993): a uniform key function with either a cosine or simple polynomial adjustment, a half-normal key function with either a cosine or Hermite
polynomial adjustment, and a hazard-rate function with either a cosine or simple polynomial adjustment. The half-normal and hazard-rate key functions were also included without any adjustment terms. The uniform key function was excluded from the set of functions we used for modeling because, as Miller et al. (2016) noted, the function requires an adjustment. For each estimated population of large trees, candidate detection probability models were compared via Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973) and the simplest model with a delta AIC (ΔAIC) of less than 2 was selected for use in density estimation. When two key-only functions (i.e. functions without adjustment terms) had ΔAIC values of less than 2, the model with the lowest ΔAIC value was selected.

In equations 1-3 below, we use the notation of Buckland et al. (1993); however, we indicate which sampling method the $P_a$ variable is associated with in equations 1 and 2 and that we are working with estimates of abundance and density in equation 3. Density estimates of large trees sampled with LTS were calculated as,

$$
\hat{D} = \frac{n}{2L \int_0^w \hat{g}(x)dx} = \frac{n}{2wL \hat{P}_{aLTS}}
$$

(Eq. 1)

where $n$ is the number of sample objects observed, $L$ is the combined length of the sampled line transects, $w$ is the truncated search distance, $\int_0^w \hat{g}(x)dx$ is the integral of the estimated detection function from 0 m out to the truncated search distance, and $\hat{P}_{aLTS}$ is the probability of making an observation within a sample strip of area $2wL$ (Buckland et al. 1993). Similarly, density estimates of large trees sampled with PTS were calculated as,

$$
\hat{D} = \frac{n}{2k\pi \int_0^w r \hat{g}(r)dr} = \frac{n}{k\pi w^2 \hat{P}_{aPTS}}
$$

(Eq. 2)

where $k$ is the number of sampled point transects, $\int_0^w r \hat{g}(r)dr$ is the integral of radial distance $r$ multiplied by estimated detection function $\hat{g}(r)$, $\hat{P}_{aPTS}$ is the probability of making an
observation within a sample area of $k\pi w^2$, and all other variables are as previously defined (Buckland et al. 1993). Following density estimation, total abundance over the study tract could be calculated as,

$$ \hat{N} = \hat{D} A \quad \text{(Eq. 3)} $$

where $\hat{D}$ is estimated density and $A$ is total tract area.

Reference populations and associated variances were calculated using the following equations from Maybeck (Section 1.5, 1979). Presented notation, however, is adapted to suit our needs. Compartment-specific reference populations from which all inventory techniques were compared combined the large tree abundance estimates of HPS and FAS using the equation,

$$ \hat{X}_{\text{composite}} = \hat{X}_{\text{HPS}} + \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{HPS}}^2}{\sigma_{\text{HPS}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{FAS}}^2} \right) (\hat{X}_{\text{FAS}} - \hat{X}_{\text{HPS}}) \quad \text{(Eq. 4)} $$

where $\hat{X}_{\text{composite}}$ is the combined HPS and FAS reference estimate of large trees, $\hat{X}_{\text{HPS}}$ is the HPS estimate of large trees, $\hat{X}_{\text{FAS}}$ is the FAS estimate of large trees, $\sigma_{\text{HPS}}^2$ is the variance associated with the HPS abundance estimate, and $\sigma_{\text{FAS}}^2$ is the variance associated with the FAS abundance estimate. Similarly, the variance of each composite reference estimate was calculated as,

$$ \sigma_{\text{composite}}^2 = \sigma_{\text{HPS}}^2 - \left( \frac{\sigma_{\text{HPS}}^2}{\sigma_{\text{HPS}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{FAS}}^2} \right) \sigma_{\text{HPS}}^2 \quad \text{(Eq. 5)} $$

where, $\sigma_{\text{composite}}^2$ is the combined HPS and FAS reference variance, and $\sigma_{\text{HPS}}^2$ and $\sigma_{\text{FAS}}^2$ are as previously defined.

**Efficiency Analysis**

The time to conduct each form of distance sampling was recorded in both study compartments. The recorded time for LTS included the time to search for and sample large trees, as well as the time to walk between point locations where PTS and HPS were conducted. The
time it took to reel in the tape that was laid out as the observer walked along each line transect was excluded. The recorded time for PTS included the time to search for and sample large trees, but excluded the time it took to walk between sample locations because LTS was conducted between points.

Since the search area associated with PTS overlapped a portion of the search area associated with LTS, trees located within the overlap should have had their measurements taken twice, once for each form of distance sampling. Instead, trees within the overlap were measured once during whichever form of sampling led the observer to first detect the tree. If the same tree was detected again during the second form of distance sampling, most of the previously recorded information for that tree was recorded again without re-taking measurements such as DBH. However, since the information required for each observation slightly differs between PTS and LTS, one new measurement almost always had to be taken for a tree detected twice. If a tree was first detected along a line transect, the observer usually had to take a new distance measurement to that tree during PTS. Conversely, if a tree was first detected on a point transect, the observer always had to measure the angle between that tree and its associated line transect during LTS.

Because some trees were not completely re-measured the second time they were detected, linear regressions of recorded sampling time and the number of trees first detected (i.e. first measured) on individual transects were produced for each form of distance sampling in each compartment. In some cases, trees that should have been ignored by the observer were sampled. These cases were most frequently due to the observer taking angled distance measurements to trees in LTS which were found post-data collection to have a perpendicular distance greater than 20.12 m (66 ft). Time regressions associated with LTS included these trees because the observer did take the field time to measure and record them. Additionally, because LTS was found to have
a higher fixed cost than PTS, only line transects with a total length within and including ±5% of 50.29 m (165 ft) were used to create LTS time regressions. Resulting regression equations were then used to estimate the total amount of time it would have taken the observer to fully measure all trees detected along each line transect or at each point transect, including those being observed a second time.

Regression equations for each form of distance sampling in each compartment were likely to over-estimate the amount of time it would take for an observer to sample a given number of trees. Over-estimation was likely due to the observer recording time which included re-writing previously detected tree information, taking new measurements associated with the second form of sampling a tree was detected with, and taking measurements on trees which were ultimately left unsampled. Trees left unsampled include those which the observer checked but were found in the field to have a DBH less than 45.72 cm (18 in) or be located outside the truncated search area for the form of sampling being used.

**Results**

**Precision and Accuracy**

Estimates of tree abundance varied within and between sampling compartments; however, the composite reference of HPS and FAS always resulted in the estimate with the lowest standard error. For a given series of estimates, the most precise sampling technique yielded the estimate with the standard error closest to that of the composite reference; however, the most precise sampling technique varied depending on the population of trees estimated.

Composite reference estimates for trees in the 40.47-ha (100-ac) northern hardwood compartment included 20,785 trees 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater in DBH, 1,196 trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH, and 736 northern hardwood (i.e. sugar maple, American beech, and
yellow birch) trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH (Table 1). Under these composite reference estimates, all large trees and large northern hardwood trees represented approximately 5.8% and 3.5%, respectively, of all trees in the compartment with a DBH of 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater. Composite reference abundance estimates were higher for the 31.97-ha (79-ac) hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment and included 22,872 trees 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater in DBH, 2,288 trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH, and 1,150 eastern hemlock trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH (Table 2). Under these composite reference estimates, all large trees and large eastern hemlock trees represented approximately 10% and 5%, respectively, of all trees in the compartment with a DBH of 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater.

Only HPS and FAS were compared when estimating the abundance of trees 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater in DBH within each compartment; however, all four sampling techniques conducted during the study were compared when estimating the abundance of large trees. When accounting for all trees 11.43 cm (4.5 in) or greater in DBH within each compartment and all trees 18 in or greater in DBH in the northern hardwood compartment, FAS was the most precise of the compared sampling techniques. When accounting for northern hardwood trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH in the northern hardwood compartment and all trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment, HPS was the most precise of the compared sampling techniques.

When all four sampling techniques were compared, at least one of the two traditional forest inventory methods more precisely accounted for large trees than LTS and PTS, except in a solitary case. When accounting for eastern hemlock trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH within the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment, PTS was the most precise sampling method while LTS was the least precise. No case resulted in which LTS most precisely accounted for a
given forest component; however, for a couple of forest components LTS was not the least precise of the conducted sampling techniques.

Except in two cases, the most precise sampling technique for each estimated forest component also yielded the estimates of abundance and density which most accurately reflected the corresponding estimates of the reference population. Considering all large trees in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment, HPS had the lowest standard error of the sampling techniques, but the abundance and density estimates of LTS most accurately reflected the estimates of the reference population. Similarly, when considering large northern hardwood trees in the northern hardwood compartment, HPS again had the lowest standard error of the sampling techniques, but the abundance and density estimates of FAS most accurately reflected the estimates of the reference population.
Table 1. Estimates of abundance (trees) and density (trees/ha) in the northern hardwood compartment. Northern hardwood tree species are sugar maple, yellow birch, and American beech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>HPS/FAS Composite</th>
<th>HPS</th>
<th>FAS</th>
<th>LTS</th>
<th>PTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abundance</strong></td>
<td>20785</td>
<td>22246</td>
<td>20240</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>± 2368</td>
<td>± 4541</td>
<td>± 4397</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>1177.5</td>
<td>2258.3</td>
<td>2107.9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Density</strong></td>
<td>514</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>± 59</td>
<td>± 112</td>
<td>± 109</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>HPS/FAS Composite</th>
<th>HPS</th>
<th>FAS</th>
<th>LTS</th>
<th>PTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abundance</strong></td>
<td>1196</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>1118</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td>1433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>± 223</td>
<td>± 411</td>
<td>± 421</td>
<td>-629, +1151</td>
<td>-423, +599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>110.9</td>
<td>204.3</td>
<td>201.6</td>
<td>290.0</td>
<td>255.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Density</strong></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>± 6</td>
<td>± 10</td>
<td>± 10</td>
<td>-16, +28</td>
<td>-10, +15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Northern Hardwood (i.e. Sugar Maple, American Beech, and Yellow Birch) Trees with a DBH ≥ 45.72 cm (18 in)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>HPS/FAS Composite</th>
<th>HPS</th>
<th>FAS</th>
<th>LTS</th>
<th>PTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abundance</strong></td>
<td>736</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>± 183</td>
<td>± 299</td>
<td>± 367</td>
<td>-315, +645</td>
<td>-254, +425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>148.9</td>
<td>176.2</td>
<td>160.5</td>
<td>166.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Density</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>± 5</td>
<td>± 7</td>
<td>± 9</td>
<td>-8, +16</td>
<td>-6, +11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Interval values are based on a 95% confidence interval, except for LTS and PTS which are based on information supplied by the R package Distance.*
Table 2. Estimates of abundance (trees) and density (trees/ha) in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Trees with a DBH ≥ 11.43 cm (4.5 in)</th>
<th>Trees with a DBH ≥ 45.72 cm (18 in)</th>
<th>Eastern Hemlock Trees with a DBH ≥ 45.72 cm (18 in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HPS/FAS Composite</td>
<td>HPS</td>
<td>FAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abundance</td>
<td>22872</td>
<td>24197</td>
<td>22565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>± 2101</td>
<td>± 4839</td>
<td>± 3634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>1023.8</td>
<td>2358.3</td>
<td>1667.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence Interval</td>
<td>± 66</td>
<td>± 151</td>
<td>± 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Error</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Interval values are based on a 95% confidence interval, except for LTS and PTS which are based on information supplied by the R package Distance.
Distance Sampling and HPS Permutations

When HPS data were treated as if they were collected along lines as opposed to points, and permutations of line transects were used to estimate the abundance of all large trees in each compartment, the range of estimates and associated variances was greater in the northern hardwood compartment than the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment. When the permutation estimates were compared with the confidence intervals for the best fit LTS and PTS models of all large trees (presented in tables 1 and 2), the intervals overlapped most of the population estimates associated with the northern hardwood compartment and all estimates associated with the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Permutation population estimates and associated variances. Panels show (A) permutation population estimates and (B) associated variances for the northern hardwood compartment, as well as (C) permutation population estimates and (D) associated variances for the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment. Figures show permutation means (solid black lines), as well as the upper and lower confidence limits associated with the best fit LTS (solid light gray lines) and PTS (dashed gray lines) models of all large trees in each compartment.
Distance Sampling Models

For both LTS and PTS, the same key detection functions and their corresponding adjustment terms were used to model large tree detection probability over distance, though not all functions could always be fitted to the observed distance data for a given forest component. As a result, some of the forest components accounted for with distance sampling had an unequal number of models to compare; however, each had a minimum of three detection models compared prior to one being selected as the best fit (all successfully fitted models are presented in Appendix I). Each of the best fit detection models for the forest components accounted for with distance sampling were based on a half-normal detection function with no adjustment terms or a hazard-rate detection function with no adjustment terms.

Despite best fit models arising from only two types of detection functions, the number of observations associated with these models was dependent upon the population of trees sampled and the form of distance sampling used in the process. When considering all large trees in the northern hardwood compartment, detection functions were fitted to 292 observations for LTS and 177 observations for PTS. In the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment the total number of large trees observed was higher; therefore, detection functions were fitted to 392 observations for LTS and 229 observations for PTS. All detection functions leading to the best fit models of trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH regardless of species in both the northern hardwood and hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment were half-normal detection functions with no adjustment terms (Figure 4).

In the northern hardwood compartment, large trees were modeled to have a minimum detection probability of approximately 60% when located at the perpendicular truncation distance of a given line transect or the corresponding radial distance of a given point transect.
Minimum large tree detection probabilities were higher for each form of distance sampling in the hemlock-mixed compartment than the northern hardwood compartment. When located at the perpendicular truncation distance of a given line transect, large trees in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment were modeled to have a minimum detection probability of approximately 80%. In the same compartment, large trees located at the radial truncation distance of a given point transect were modeled to have a minimum detection probability greater than 90%.

![Graphs showing detection probability models for large trees in different compartments](image)

Figure 4. Best fit detection probability models for large trees of all species. Models are associated with all large trees sampled in the northern hardwood compartment with (A) LTS and (B) PTS, and all corresponding trees in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment sampled with (C) LTS and (D) PTS. All detection functions are half-normal key functions with no adjustment terms.

When only considering large northern hardwood trees in the northern hardwood compartment, detection functions were fitted to 131 observations for LTS and 81 observations for PTS. In the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment, when only considering large eastern hemlock trees, detection functions were fitted to 204 observations for LTS and 118 observations.
for PTS. Detection functions associated with the northern hardwood compartment leading to the best fit LTS and PTS models of northern hardwood trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH were half-normal detection functions with no adjustment terms. A half-normal detection function with no adjustment terms also lead to the best fit LTS model of eastern hemlock trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment. For PTS, however, the detection function leading to the best fit model of large eastern hemlock trees in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment was a hazard-rate detection function with no adjustment terms (Figure 5).

In the northern hardwood compartment, large northern hardwood trees were modeled to have a minimum detection probability of approximately 60% when located at the perpendicular truncation distance of a given line transect. Large northern hardwood trees in the northern hardwood compartment were also modeled to have a minimum detection probability between 60% and 70% when located at the radial truncation distance of a given point transect. In the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment, large eastern hemlock trees were modeled to have a minimum detection probability of approximately 60% when located at the perpendicular truncation distance of a given line transect or the corresponding radial distance of a given point transect.
Figure 5. Best fit detection probability models for large trees of select species. Models are associated with large northern hardwood trees sampled in the northern hardwood compartment with (A) LTS and (B) PTS, and large eastern hemlock trees sampled in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment with (C) LTS and (D) PTS. All detection functions are half-normal functions with no adjustment terms, except the hazard-rate function with no adjustment terms modeling the detectability of large eastern hemlock trees sampled in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment with PTS.

**Distance Sampling Efficiency**

The time required to sample trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in DBH regardless of species within each compartment not only relied on the compartment being sampled, but also the implemented form of distance sampling. Fixed and variable time costs were associated with both LTS and PTS; however, while variable costs were similar regardless of the form of sampling and the compartment sampled, the fixed cost of sampling an individual line transect was always estimated to be higher than the fixed cost of sampling an individual point transect. When comparing all time regressions, the highest fixed cost associated with PTS was 8.65 min/transect; however, this cost was still less than the lowest fixed cost associated with LTS which was 16.37 min/transect. While LTS was associated with the highest fixed cost of all time regressions, it was
also associated with the lowest variable cost of all time regressions which was 4.58 min/observation. The highest variable cost of all time regressions was 5.54 min/observation and was associated with PTS (Figure 6).

Based on the presented time regressions and the assumption that all trees observed from a given transect were fully measured, it was predicted that it would have taken the observer longer to sample large trees regardless of species in each compartment using LTS as opposed to PTS. In the 100-ac northern hardwood compartment, the total predicted time to complete LTS was 42.8 h, while the total predicted time to complete PTS was 18.6 h; however the predicted sampling time associated with PTS did not include the time required to walk between sample points. Using predicted sampling time for each transect and including transects with lengths other than 50.29 m (165 ft) or search areas truncated by compartment boundary rather than by design, mean sampling time per transect in the northern hardwood compartment was 45.9 min and 22.8 min for line and point transects, respectively. In the more densely populated 31.97-ha (79-ac) hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment, the total predicted time to complete LTS was 45.0 h, while the total predicted time to complete PTS was 22.1 h, though again, the predicted sampling time associated with PTS did not include the time required to walk between sample points. Using predicted sampling time for each transect and including transects of corresponding condition to those used for the northern hardwood compartment, mean sampling time per transect in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment was 84.3 min and 47.4 min for line and point transects, respectively.
Figure 6. Distance sampling time regressions. Regressions are based on the sampling of trees 18 in. or greater in DBH regardless of species with (A) LTS and (B) PTS in the northern hardwood compartment, and (C) LTS and (D) PTS in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment.
Discussion

Sampling Method Comparisons

Our results suggest that in most cases, traditional forest inventory methods lead to more precise and accurate estimates of large tree abundance than distance sampling, even when the trees exist at low density over the sampled landscape. However, our results also demonstrate that distance sampling can be implemented as a legitimate method of forest inventory. For example, confidence intervals for the best fit LTS and PTS models of all large trees in each compartment overlapped with most, or all compartment-specific HPS permutation abundance estimates. This overlap indicates that both LTS and PTS can provide population estimates that are comparable to HPS. Additionally, the similarity of abundance estimates across sampling techniques when estimating a given forest component, and the number of HPS permutation estimates overlapped by distance sampling confidence intervals, suggests that sample design did not have a strong influence on abundance estimation. We also found that in some cases, distance sampling can lead to more precise and accurate estimates of large tree abundance than traditional inventory methods; however, our results suggest that these cases may be limited.

Regardless of the outcome, the ability to compare the accuracy and precision of competing inventory techniques (i.e. HPS, FAS, LTS, and PTS) relied on estimates of abundance and the standard errors associated with those estimates, respectively. While estimates of abundance and standard error are based on more than just the number of objects sampled and their detection probabilities, we acknowledge several factors which may have influenced these variables, and thus the precision and accuracy of LTS and PTS in this study.

The first factor we acknowledge is that our estimates of abundance may have been improved by integrating covariates for variables such as DBH or live/dead status into our large
tree detection probability models. Though we collected potential covariate data such as DBH for each observation, we kept our analyses simple and did not use these covariates as an exploratory measure or a final modeling component. This decision was primarily due to the number of forest components we tried to estimate, and the number of models we tried to fit for each of these components. Despite excluding covariate data, models selected as the best fit for each sampled forest component predicted relatively high detection probabilities over the span of the truncated search distance for each transect. These high detection probabilities suggest that even if covariates were used in the modeling process, the result may have only been marginal model improvements, especially for the LTS and PTS models of all large trees sampled in the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment.

The second factor we acknowledge is that we included trees first detected away from their associated transect in our distance sampling analyses. These trees were generally detected due to the observer leaving the transect to measure another tree; however, they were counted and measured as if they were detected while the observer was on the transect. The rationale for including these trees was that a land manager implementing distance sampling would be unlikely to ignore them simply because they were off their sample transect. Furthermore, many of these trees were likely to have been detected had the observer walked the entire line transect or scanned the entire point transect prior to measuring any detections. As a result, it was determined that the number of observations within a given data set should not be reduced by intentionally ignoring trees which met the sampling criteria.

The third factor we acknowledge is that the search area associated with a transect was sometimes physically truncated by compartment boundary. This unintended truncation is likely to have reduced the number of detections the observer would have otherwise made, and as a
result, distance sampling analyses should have been corrected for the realized search area. Due to the frequency in which this situation arose, we believe an efficient and easily implemented field correction for boundary slopover would make distance sampling more suitable for use in a forestry context.

When a boundary truncated the length of any 20 m (65.62 ft) line transect, Didas (2009) accounted for its full length by implementing a boundary slopover correction based on the work of Ducey et al. (2002). In practice, Didas (2009) sampled the missing length in the opposite direction of original travel, beginning from the center of the 40 m (131.23 ft) transect from which the cutoff transect was a part. While this approach was able to account for truncated line length, it is not likely to be as useful when accounting for irregularly truncated search areas. Buckland et al. (Chapter 3, 1993) proposed a variable (“c”) which can used in density estimation to account for the fraction of line transect or point transect search areas actually sampled. This approach, however, is not likely to solve the problem of irregular search area truncation as it is a single variable representing a fraction of all transect search areas. With the correction procedure implemented in this study, we were unable to quantify whether we partially, fully, or over-accounted for slopover, therefore the development of a more adequate solution to this problem would further support the use of distance sampling as a method of forest inventory.

**Sampling Efficiency**

Though LTS sometimes led to more precise and (or) accurate estimates of large trees than PTS, our time regressions and total predicted sampling times suggest that land managers working in conditions like those we encountered would likely prefer PTS over LTS because of the time in which it can be conducted. While such results provide insight into how a distance sampling inventory can function, we caution land managers from using our time data and corresponding
conclusions as a direct indication of how their inventory will go. To this point, our results also suggest that sampling time may be influenced by many factors including the form of distance sampling implemented, sample design, selected truncation distance, how thoroughly the observer searches for sample objects, forest type, terrain ruggedness, and the density and abundance of the sample object. Previous studies have also acknowledged some of these factors as potential controls of sampling time. For example, it has been recognized that if search distance is left high or untruncated, distance sampling may become inefficient due to the number of objects eligible for sampling (Kissa and Sheil 2012, Ritter and Saborowski 2012). Similarly, it has been suggested that when sample object density is high, the pace at which LTS can be conducted may be reduced (Kenny 2015). Moreover, while it was not something we encountered, seasonality has also been shown to influence the sampling time of PTS in areas that experience snow in winter and more foliated vegetation in the summer (Ritter and Saborowski 2012, 2014). Land managers interested in conducting distance sampling should consider these factors when selecting which form of the method to use and establishing their sample design.

There are ways, however, in which sampling time can be controlled such as limiting the number or length of transects sampled, changing the auxiliary information collected for each observation, and selecting an appropriate truncation distance. While trying to limit sampling time, however, land managers should also be aware that the forest component they are interest in can also be too sparsely distributed for distance sampling to be an appropriate sampling method. Buckland et al. (1993) suggest that to fit a proper model of detection probabilities and acquire reliable population estimates, a minimum of 60 to 80 observations and 75 to 100 observations should be made for LTS and PTS campaigns, respectively. Such a requirement presents the
challenge that land managers must have an idea of how sparsely distributed the forest component they wish to sample is, or risk investing time which will not lead to meaningful estimates.

**Sampling and Management Implications**

Best fit detection probability models suggested that large trees were relatively easy to detect during LTS and PTS, even when located at the truncated search distance associated with each sample design. Though, as congruent with the theory of distance sampling, trees located further from a given transect (i.e. closer to the transect’s truncated search distance) were modeled as being more difficult to detect than those nearest the sample line or point. This decrease in detection probability over distance leads to concerns regarding forest sampling with methods that do not account for non-detection bias, especially since large trees may be easier to detect at a given distance than many other forest components because of their size (Drummer and McDonald 1987). This decrease in large tree detection probability also justifies the concerns of Chen et al. (2009) that non-detection is an under-estimated and critical issue in vegetation sampling.

However, given the observed precision, accuracy, and efficiency of both LTS and PTS in this study, the main advantage of using distance sampling over traditional inventory methods is not likely to be the estimates it provides or the pace in which it can be conducted, but the flexibility it permits in sample focus and design. For example, distance sampling provides a reliable point-based alternative to HPS when the forest component of interest cannot be sampled with a prism. Moreover, LTS and PTS both have a simpler sample design than many inventory methods proposed for sampling sparse and clustered forest components, and neither LTS nor PTS requires the observer to spend time establishing plots as in FAS. It should be noted, however, that regardless of any advantage in estimation or sampling efficiency, distance
sampling should not be preferred over FAS or HPS for continuous forest inventory (CFI) as CFI is used for repeatedly sampling and monitoring the same vegetation over time. Additionally, as with all forest sampling and management, a single approach will not work for all forest components in all ecosystems; therefore, land managers conducting an inventory should decide whether the purpose of their sampling justifies the cost.

**Conclusion**

Traditional forest inventory methods can account for large trees more precisely and more accurately than either form of distance sampling in a variety of conditions. Moreover, given the observed time requirements to conduct a basic distance sampling survey, land managers interested in acquiring abundance and density estimates of these trees are likely to remain using HPS or FAS for data collection. Our results demonstrate, however, that under certain conditions, distance sampling can more precisely and accurately account for sparse and clustered forest components than HPS and FAS. In the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment, LTS most accurately accounted for all large trees, while PTS most precisely and accurately accounted for large eastern hemlock trees.

Furthermore, distance sampling is likely to have merit over traditional forest inventory methods when the object of interest cannot be sampled with a prism, or when the sampler believes that non-detection is an issue. Our results demonstrate that non-detection can be an issue even when sampling more obvious forest components such as large trees; therefore, land managers should re-evaluate their preferred inventory methods and ensure that bias arising from non-detection is limited. In deciding whether to use distance sampling, land managers should consider not only their time and resource restrictions, but also the conditions in which they will be working and the value of the forest component they wish to sample.
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# Appendix I

Table 3. Distance sampling models for the northern hardwood compartment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Function</th>
<th>Abundance</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Delta AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 1st Order Cosine</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>-644, +1173</td>
<td>302.1</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 2nd Order Simple Polynomial</td>
<td>1368</td>
<td>-624, +1149</td>
<td>283.3</td>
<td>0.1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Half-Normal</strong></td>
<td><strong>1386</strong></td>
<td><strong>-629, +1151</strong></td>
<td><strong>290.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard-Rate</td>
<td>1396</td>
<td>-616, +1102</td>
<td>311.1</td>
<td>2.0239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Function</th>
<th>Abundance</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Delta AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 1st Order Cosine</td>
<td>1505</td>
<td>-475, +694</td>
<td>291.7</td>
<td>0.2459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 2nd Order Simple Polynomial</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>-397, +552</td>
<td>237.1</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Half-Normal</strong></td>
<td><strong>1433</strong></td>
<td><strong>-423, +599</strong></td>
<td><strong>255.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0171</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard-Rate</td>
<td>1468</td>
<td>-595, +1002</td>
<td>394.3</td>
<td>2.2069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard-Rate w/ 2nd Order Cosine</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>-799, +1380</td>
<td>536.5</td>
<td>1.8402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Function</th>
<th>Abundance</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Delta AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 1st Order Cosine</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>-318, +645</td>
<td>166.4</td>
<td>0.7419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 2nd Order Simple Polynomial</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>-317, +653</td>
<td>157.1</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Half-Normal</strong></td>
<td><strong>618</strong></td>
<td><strong>-315, +645</strong></td>
<td><strong>160.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1285</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard-Rate</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>-303, +623</td>
<td>150.3</td>
<td>1.6150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Models selected as best fit in bold. Interval values are based on information supplied by the R package *Distance.*
Table 4. Distance sampling models for the hemlock-mixed hardwood compartment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Function</th>
<th>Abundance</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Delta AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 1st Order Cosine</td>
<td>2286</td>
<td>-542, +710</td>
<td>261.3</td>
<td>0.9406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 2nd Order Simple Polynomial</td>
<td>2298</td>
<td>-544, +713</td>
<td>245.0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Half-Normal</strong></td>
<td><strong>2293</strong></td>
<td><strong>-542, +710</strong></td>
<td><strong>248.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1212</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Function</th>
<th>Abundance</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Delta AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 1st Order Cosine</td>
<td>2057</td>
<td>-615, +878</td>
<td>374.3</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 2nd Order Simple Polynomial</td>
<td>2089</td>
<td>-494, +647</td>
<td>287.2</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Half-Normal</strong></td>
<td><strong>2086</strong></td>
<td><strong>-497, +652</strong></td>
<td><strong>289.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0014</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard-Rate</td>
<td>2126</td>
<td>-350, +418</td>
<td>191.7</td>
<td>1.3361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Function</th>
<th>Abundance</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Delta AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 1st Order Cosine</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>-528, +885</td>
<td>256.0</td>
<td>0.7201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform w/ 2nd Order Simple Polynomial</td>
<td>1279</td>
<td>-524, +888</td>
<td>241.0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Half-Normal</strong></td>
<td><strong>1285</strong></td>
<td><strong>-522, +880</strong></td>
<td><strong>246.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1229</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard-Rate</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>-494, +849</td>
<td>215.3</td>
<td>2.1621</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Models selected as best fit in bold. Interval values are based on information supplied by the R package *Distance.*
# This R markdown document serves as an example and will give the reader an intro to the "Distance" package in R (Miller 2017, see references section of this thesis). **For access to all of the data and R code used in this thesis, please visit the following repository.**


The code below gives examples of data prep, detection function modeling, and abundance/density estimation for both line transect sampling (LTS) and point transect sampling (PTS). Examples are based on all trees 45.72 cm (18 in) or greater in diameter at breast height (DBH) in the northern hardwood compartment studied for this thesis. Code comments are in black, chunks of code are in blue, and R output values are in brown. Similar code was used for other forest compartments and other population subsets. Original data are classified under the following columns:

- **# Transect** - Compartment-specific transect number.
- **# cover.type** - Compartment forest type (northern hardwood or hemlock-mixed hardwood).
- **# Measured** - Number of trees measured for the first time from the associated transect.
- **# Total** - Number of trees observed from the transect, regardless of whether any were previously observed and measured on another transect.
- **# Rec.Time** - Field recorded sample time for the transect. Data format is hh:mm:ss.
- **# Method** - Whether transect is associated with LTS or PTS.
- **# Direction** - Direction (azimuth) the observer walked during sampling. Units are deg.
- **# Ob. Angle** - Azimuth from the observer to the observed tree. For some trees, the angle between Ob. Angle and Direction was calculated and recorded in this column, yet this is inconsequential since the values were transferred to the Angle column used in the following LTS example. Units are deg.
- **# Angle** - Angle between Ob. Angle and Direction. Units are deg.
- **# Ob. Distance** - Measured distance between the observer and each observed tree. Units are ft.
- **# DBH** - Diameter at breast height of each observed tree. Units are in.
- **# Species** - FIA numerical code for observed tree species (except for "unknown").
- **# Group** - Yes/no indication of whether the tree was observed as the result of the observer leaving the associated transect to measure another observed tree.
- **# Live.Dead** - Live/dead status of the observed tree.
# Line.Length - Length of line transect. Units are ft.
# Delete - Yes/no indication of whether the observation needs to be
deleted prior to any analyses.

# Note that for the "Distance" package to function properly, some of
the preceding column names must be used exactly as presented. We
refer the reader to R documentation for the “Distance” package, and to
Miller et al. (2016) in the references section of this thesis for
further information.

# Distance Sampling -- The Basics

# Set working directory.
setwd("C:/Users/Connor/Documents/word_files/graduate_courses/thesis/bef_data")

# The "Distance" package is a flexible, yet easily implemented means
of conducting distance sampling analyses in R. Prior to using it for
the first time, install the package with the following code (do not
reinstall each R session).
install.packages("Distance")

# Following installation, load the package into each new R session.
library(Distance)

## Loading required package: mrds
## This is mrds 2.1.17
## Built: R 3.3.3; ; 2017-06-06 02:04:31 UTC; windows

# The "ds" function fits detection probability models to distance
sampling data. The required arguments should be checked prior to any
model fitting.
?ds

# Read in and check the csv file with all collected distance sampling
data.
all_distance <- read.table("bef_data_ordered_modified_final_ds.csv", s
ep = ",", header = TRUE, stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

str(all_distance)

## 'data.frame': 1178 obs. of 17 variables:
## $ Transect : int 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
## $ cover.type : chr "NH" "NH" "NH" "NH" "NH" ...
## Measured : int  0 0 0 0 NA NA NA NA ...  
## Total : int  0 0 0 0 NA NA NA NA ...  
## Rec.Time : chr  "0:09:07" "0:01:11" "0:16:01" "0:05:50" ...  
## Method : chr  "Line" "Point" "Line" "Point" ...  
## Point.Line : chr  "17H - B" "17H" "17H - 16H.5" "16H.5" ...  
## Direction : int  106 NA 286 NA 106 NA NA NA ...  
## Ob.Angle : int  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...  
## Angle : int  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...  
## Ob.Distance: num  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...  
## DBH : num  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...  
## Species : int  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...  
## Group : chr  NA NA NA NA ...  
## Live.Dead : chr  NA NA NA NA ...  
## Line.Length: num  90.4 NA 165 NA 129.8 ...  
## Delete : chr  "No" "No" "No" "No" ...  

# Data Prep for LTS  
# Subset to a new data set containing only LTS data from the northern hardwood compartment.  
```
nh_lts <- all_distance[all_distance$cover.type == "NH" & all_distance$Method == "Line", ]
```
# Check the subset.  
```
str(nh_lts)
```

---

## Transect : int  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...  
## cover.type : chr  "NH" "NH" "NH" "NH" ...  
## Measured : int  0 0 0 NA NA 0 1 NA NA ...  
## Total : int  0 0 0 NA NA 0 3 NA NA ...  
## Rec.Time : chr  "0:09:07" "0:16:01" "0:19:13" NA ...  
## Method : chr  "Line" "Line" "Line" "Line" ...  
## Point.Line : chr  "17H - B" "17H" "17H - 16H.5" "16H.5" "16H - 15H.5" ...  
## Direction : int  106 286 286 NA 106 106 286 286 286 ...  
## Ob.Angle : int  NA NA NA NA NA 331 324 275 ...  
## Angle : int  NA NA NA NA NA 45 38 11 ...  
## Ob.Distance: num NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 26.5 50.8 32.8 ...  
## DBH : num NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 26.8 21.5 25.7 ...  
## Species : int NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 318 318 318 ...  
## Group : chr NA NA NA NA ...  
## Live.Dead : chr NA NA NA NA ...
# Create new columns as required for the "ds" function.

# "Area" which is compartment area in sq.m.

nh_lts$Area <- (43560 * 100) * 0.092903

# 43560 is the number of sq.ft/ac, 100 is the number of acres in the northern hardwood compartment, and 0.092903 is the number of sq.m/sq.ft.

# "Sample.Label" which is the same as Transect.

nh_lts$Sample.Label <- nh_lts$Transect

# "Effort" which is the length of each line transect running through the sample area. But, first create function to sum only non-NA values.

sum_na_rm_fxn <- function(x){
  sum_na_rm <- sum(na.omit(x))
  return(sum_na_rm)
}

# Aggregate effort by transect.

nh_lts_aggregate_effort <- aggregate.data.frame(nh_lts$Line.Length, list(Sample.Label = nh_lts$Sample.Label), sum_na_rm_fxn)

# Convert effort by Sample.Label from ft to m.

nh_lts_aggregate_effort$metric_effort <- nh_lts_aggregate_effort$x * 0.3048

# 0.3048 is the number of m/ft.

# Finalize "Effort" column.

nh_lts$Effort <-
  ifelse(nh_lts$Sample.Label == 1, nh_lts_aggregate_effort[1,3],
      ifelse(nh_lts$Sample.Label == 2, nh_lts_aggregate_effort[2,3],
          ifelse(nh_lts$Sample.Label == 3, nh_lts_aggregate_effort[3,3],
              ifelse(nh_lts$Sample.Label == 4, nh_lts_aggregate_effort[4,3], nh_lts$Sample.Label)))))

# "Region.Label" indicates stratum (compartments were not broken up into multiple strata).

nh_lts$Region.Label <- 1

# Install and/or load "plyr" package.

install.packages("plyr")

library(plyr)
# Check how many rows should be deleted based on the Delete column.
Delete rows are placeholders for transects which were not sampled due
to boundary interruption, and rows that do not contain data which will
be used in any analyses. Transects that were sampled but did not lead
to any observations should not be deleted. Instead, transects lacking
observations should be included in any analyses so that values such as
total sample effort are accounted for.

```r
count(nh_lts$Delete)
```

# Subset out rows which should be deleted (i.e. Delete value is
"Yes").

```r
nh_lts_sub <- nh_lts[nh_lts$Delete == "No", ]
```

# Check data type of values in each column.

```r
str(nh_lts_sub)
```

```r
## 'data.frame': 326 obs. of 21 variables:
## $ Transect    : int  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
## $ cover.type  : chr  "NH" "NH" "NH" "NH" ... 
## $ Measured    : int  0 0 0 0 1 NA NA 0 0 3 ...
## $ Total       : int  0 0 0 0 3 NA NA 0 1 3 ...
## $ Rec.Time    : chr  "0:09:07" "0:16:01" "0:19:13" "0:05:10" ... 
## $ Method      : chr  "Line" "Line" "Line" "Line" ... 
## $ Point.Line  : chr  "17H - B" "17H - 16H.5" "16H.5 - 16H" "14H - 14H.5" ... 
## $ Direction   : int  106 286 129.8 10 286 ...
## $ Ob.Angle    : int  NA NA NA NA 331 275 NA 277 358 ...
## $ Angle       : int  NA NA NA NA 45 38 11 NA 7 72 ...
## $ Ob.Distance : num  NA NA NA 26.5 50.8 32.8 NA 36.9 15.9 ...
## $ DBH         : num  NA NA NA 26.8 21.5 25.7 NA 22.7 22.2 ...
## $ Species     : int  NA NA NA NA 318 318 318 NA 318 318 ...
## $ Group       : chr  NA NA NA NA ... 
## $ Live.Dead   : chr  NA NA NA NA ... 
## $ Line.Length : num  90.4 165 129.8 10 165 ...
## $ Delete      : chr  "No" "No" "No" "No" ... 
## $ Area        : num  404685 404685 404685 404685 404685 ...
## $ Sample.Label: int  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
## $ Effort      : num  317 317 317 317 317 ...
## $ Region.Label: num  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
```

# Covert data type to numeric in specific columns.

```r
nh_lts_sub[,c(1,3:4,8:10,13,19)] <- lapply(nh_lts_sub[,c(1,3:4,8:10,13,19)], as.numeric)
```
# For LTS, perpendicular distances from the sample line to each observed tree need to be calculated. A new column called "distance" needs to be created prior to any analyses. Data in the Ob.Distance and Angle columns will be used to calculate perpendicular distances, but first it needs to be confirmed that no angle measurements are greater than 90 degrees.

# Confirm that Angle measurements above 90 degrees do not exist in the data set.
max(nh_lts_sub$Angle, na.rm = TRUE)
# If any observations have a maximum angle greater than 90 degrees, delete them. NA values within the data set should not be deleted since the "ds" function used later requires them for cells missing data. If the deletion of an observation also leads to the deletion of a sampled transect, replace the observed data with NA values and retain the transect in the data set.

# Confirm that DBH measurements below 18 in do not exist in the data set.
min(nh_lts_sub$DBH, na.rm = TRUE)
# If any observations have a DBH less than 18 in, delete them. NA values within the data set should not be deleted since the "ds" function used later requires them for cells missing data. Again, if the deletion of an observation also leads to the deletion of a sampled transect, replace the observed data with NA values and retain the transect in the data set.

# The "sin" function required for calculating perpendicular distance uses radians instead of degrees. Values in the Angle column must be converted.
calc_radians <- function(x){
    rads <- (x * pi) / (180)
    return(rads)
}

# Create new column "Radians" with converted Angle values.
nh_lts_sub$Radians <- calc_radians(nh_lts_sub$Angle)

# Write function calculating perpendicular distance.
perp_dist <- function(x, y){
    dist <- x*sin(y)
    return(dist)
}
# Create new column "distance_ft" with calculated perpendicular distances in ft.

\[
\text{nh\_lts\_sub}\$\text{distance\_ft} \leftarrow \text{perp\_dist(\text{nh\_lts\_sub}\$\text{Ob\_Distance}, \text{nh\_lts\_sub}\$\text{Radians})}
\]

# Confirm that perpendicular distance measurements above 66 ft do not exist in the data set.

\[
\text{max(\text{nh\_lts\_sub}\$\text{distance\_ft}, \text{na.rm = TRUE})}
\]

# If any observations have a perpendicular distance greater than 66 ft, delete them. NA values within the data set should not be deleted since the "ds" function used later requires them for cells missing data.

# Many rows can quickly be deleted by subsetting the data and only keeping rows with NA values or values less than or equal to 66 ft in the distance_ft column.

\[
\text{\text{nh\_lts\_sub2} \leftarrow \text{nh\_lts\_sub[\text{nh\_lts\_sub}\$\text{distance\_ft} \leq 66 \mid \text{is.na(\text{nh\_lts\_sub}\$\text{distance\_ft})}, \text{]}.}}
\]

# Check the subset and see if any transects were deleted as the result of deleted observations. If so, replace the observed data for those transects with NA values and retain them in the data set (see below).

# Transects which would be lost due to the deletion of individual observations can have specific data replaced with NA values. Replacing the observed data will retain the transects while treating them as if they had no associated field observations. This process will ensure that the correct number of transects will be recognized during any distance sampling analyses, and that detection functions will not be influenced by observations that should not have been sampled.

\[
\text{\text{nh\_lts\_sub[46, c(9:15, 22:23)] \leftarrow NA}
\]

\[
\text{\text{nh\_lts\_sub[46, 3:4] \leftarrow 0}
\]

# Re-subset the data, keeping rows with NA values or values less than or equal to 66 ft the in distance_ft column.

\[
\text{\text{nh\_lts\_sub2} \leftarrow \text{nh\_lts\_sub[\text{nh\_lts\_sub}\$\text{distance\_ft} \leq 66 \mid \text{is.na(\text{nh\_lts\_sub}\$\text{distance\_ft}), \text{]}.}}
\]

# Convert DBH from in to cm.

\[
\text{\text{nh\_lts\_sub2}\$\text{DBH\_Metric} \leftarrow \text{nh\_lts\_sub2}\$\text{DBH} \times 2.54}
\]

# 2.54 is the number of cm/in.

# Again, check that minimum DBH is not less than 45.72 cm.

\[
\text{\text{min(\text{nh\_lts\_sub2}\$\text{DBH\_Metric}, \text{na.rm = TRUE})}
\]

# Create new column distance, where distance measurements are in m instead of ft.

\[
\text{\text{nh\_lts\_sub2}\$\text{distance} \leftarrow \text{nh\_lts\_sub2}\$\text{distance\_ft} \times 0.3048}
\]

# 0.3048 is the number of m/ft.
# Again, check that maximum perpendicular distance is not greater than 20.1168 m.
max(nh_lts_sub2$distance, na.rm = TRUE)

# Fitting Detection Functions to LTS Data

# The code below can be modified to fit a variety of key functions and adjustment terms. Functions available for fitting with the "ds" function include a uniform key function (key = "unif") with either a cosine or simple polynomial adjustment (adjustment = "cos" or "poly"), a half-normal key function (key = "hn") with either a cosine or Hermite polynomial adjustment (adjustment = "cos" or "herm"), and a hazard-rate function (key = "hr") with either a cosine or simple polynomial adjustment (adjustment = "cos" or "poly"). The half-normal and hazard-rate key functions are also available without any adjustment term (adjustment = NULL).

# Fit half-normal detection function without adjustment term.

nh_line_halfnorm <- ds(nh_lts_sub2, transect = "line", key = "hn", adjustment = NULL, truncation = 20.1168, region.table = NULL, sample.table = NULL, obs.table = NULL, formula = ~1)

## Fitting half-normal key function

## Key only model: not constraining for monotonicity.

## AIC= 1747.913

# View fitted detection function model.

plot(nh_line_halfnorm)
# Summarize model and obtain abundance/density estimates.

```r
summary(nh_line_halfnorm)
```

## Summary for distance analysis
Number of observations : 292
Distance range : 0 - 20.1168

## Model : Half-normal key function
AIC : 1747.913

## Detection function parameters
 Scale coefficient(s):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>se</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>2.963795 0.1916348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Summary statistics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>CoveredArea</th>
<th>Effort</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>se.ER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1004685.5</td>
<td>100764.5</td>
<td>2504.486</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1165908</td>
<td>0.02337826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cv.ER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2005154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Abundance:
## | Label | Estimate | se  | cv   | lcl       | ucl       | df      |
## |---|----------|-----|------|-----------|-----------|---------|
## | Total | 1386.253 | 289.9537 | 0.2091637 | 757.5388 | 2536.763 | 3.551733 |

## Density:
## | Label | Estimate | se     | cv   | lcl      | ucl      | df      |
## |---|----------|--------|------|----------|----------|---------|
## | Total | 0.003425506 | 0.0007164915 | 0.2091637 | 0.00187192 | 0.00626848 | 3.551733 |

# Check goodness of fit and Cramer-von Mises P-value (acceptable model will have non-significant P-value).
gof_ds(nh_line_halfnorm)
# Summarize all fitted models and select the best fit. Multiple models
# can be called at once within the "summarize_ds_models" function.

```r
summarize_ds_models(nh_line_halfnorm)
```

## Model Key function Formula
## 1 \texttt{nh\char`_line\char`_halfnorm} Half-normal ~1
## C-vM p-value $\hat{P_a}$ se($\hat{P_a}$) $\Delta$AIC
## 1 0.9756462 0.8459616 0.05035429 0

# Once best model is selected, density in trees/ha can be calculated
# by multiplying the supplied density estimate (which is in trees/sq.m)
# by 10000 (the number of sq.m/ha).

#### Data Prep for PTS

# Subset to a new data set containing only PTS data from the northern
# hardwood compartment.

```r
nh_pts <- all_distance[all_distance$cover.type == "NH" & all_distance$Method == "Point", ]
```

# Check the subset.

```r
str(nh_pts)
```

```
## 'data.frame': 190 obs. of 17 variables:
## $ Transect   : int  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
## $ cover.type : chr  "NH" "NH" "NH" "NH" ...
## $ Measured   : int  0 0 NA NA NA NA 2 NA 0 ...
## $ Total      : int  0 0 NA NA NA NA 2 NA 0 ...
## $ Rec.Time   : chr  "0:01:11" "0:05:50" NA NA ...
## $ Method     : chr  "Point" "Point" "Point" "Point" ...
## $ Point.Line : chr  "17H" "16H.5" "16H" "15H.5" ...
## $ Direction  : int  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...
## $ Ob.Angle   : int  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...
## $ Angle      : int  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...
## $ Ob.Distance: num  NA NA NA NA NA 26.5 50.8 NA 36.9 ...
## $ DBH        : num  NA NA NA NA NA 26.8 21.5 NA 22.7 ...
## $ Species    : int  NA NA NA NA NA 318 318 NA 318 ...
## $ Group      : chr  NA NA NA NA ...
## $ Live.Dead  : chr  NA NA NA NA ...
## $ Line.Length: num  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...
## $ Delete     : chr  "No" "No" "Yes" "Yes" ...
```
# Create new columns as required for the "ds" function.

# "Area" which is compartment area in square meters.

nh_pts$Area <- (43560 * 100) * 0.092903

# 43560 is the number of sq.ft/acre, 100 is the number of acres in the
northern hardwood compartment, and 0.092903 is the number of
sq.m/sq.ft.

# "Effort" which is the number of times each point transect was
sampled.

nh_pts$Effort <- 1

# "Region.Label" indicates stratum (compartments were not broken up
into multiple strata).

nh_pts$Region.Label <- 1

# "distance_ft" which is the distance in feet between each observation
and its associated point transect.

nh_pts$distance_ft <- nh_pts$Ob.Distance

# Check data type of values in each column.

str(nh_pts)

## 'data.frame': 190 obs. of 21 variables:
##  $ Transect    : int 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
##  $ cover.type  : chr "NH" "NH" "NH" "NH" ...
##  $ Measured    : int 0 0 NA NA NA NA 2 NA 0 1 ...
##  $ Total       : int 0 0 NA NA NA NA 2 NA 0 1 ...
##  $ Rec.Time    : chr "0:01:11" "0:05:50" NA NA ...
##  $ Method      : chr "Point" "Point" "Point" "Point" ...
##  $ Point.Line  : chr "17H" "16H.5" "16H" "15H.5" ...
##  $ Direction   : int NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...
##  $ Ob.Angle    : int NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...
##  $ Angle       : int NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...
##  $ Ob.Distance : num NA NA NA NA NA 26.5 50.8 NA 36.9 ...
##  $ DBH         : num NA NA NA NA NA 26.8 21.5 NA 22.7 ...
##  $ Species     : int NA NA NA NA 318 318 NA 318 ...
##  $ Group       : chr NA NA NA ...
##  $ Live.Dead   : chr NA NA NA ...
##  $ Line.Length : num NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA ...
##  $ Delete      : chr "No" "No" "Yes" "Yes" ...
##  $ Area        : num 404685 404685 404685 404685 404685 ...
##  $ Effort      : num 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
##  $ Region.Label: num 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
##  $ distance_ft : num NA NA NA NA NA 26.5 50.8 NA 36.9 ...
# Covert data type to numeric.

```r
nh_pts[c(1,3:4,8:10,13)] <- lapply(nh_pts[c(1,3:4,8:10,13)], as.numeric)
```

# Check how many rows should be deleted based on the Delete column. Delete rows are placeholders for transects which were not sampled due to boundary interruption, and rows that contain data which will not be used in any analyses. Transects that were sampled but did not lead to any observations should not be deleted and should still be included in distance sampling analyses.

```r
count(nh_pts$Delete)
```

# Subset out rows which should be deleted (i.e. Delete value is "Yes").

```r
nh_pts_sub <- nh_pts[nh_pts$Delete == "No",]
```

# Create column "Sample.Label" which is a unique ID for each point transect.

```r
nh_pts_sub <- transform(nh_pts_sub, Sample.Label = match(Point.Line, unique(Point.Line)))
```

# Covert data type to numeric.

```r
nh_pts_sub[22] <- lapply(nh_pts_sub[22], as.numeric)
```

# Confirm that tree DBH measurements below 18 in do not exist in the data set.

```r
min(nh_pts_sub$DBH, na.rm = TRUE)
```

# If any observations have a DBH less than 18 in, delete them. NA values within the data set should not be deleted since the "ds" function used later requires them for cells missing data. If the deletion of an observation also leads to the deletion of a sampled transect, replace the observed data with NA values and retain the transect in the data set.

# Confirm that distance measurements above 66 ft do not exist in the data set.

```r
max(nh_pts_sub$distance_ft, na.rm = TRUE)
```

# If any observations have an associated distance measurement greater than 66 ft, delete them. NA values within the data set should not be deleted since the "ds" function used later requires them for cells missing data. If the deletion of an observation also leads to the deletion of a sampled transect, replace the observed data with NA values and retain the transect in the data set.
# Convert DBH from in to cm.
nh_pts_sub$DBH_Metric <- nh_pts_sub$DBH * 2.54
# 2.54 is the number of cm/in.

# Again, check that minimum DBH is not less than 45.72 cm.
min(nh_pts_sub$DBH_Metric, na.rm = TRUE)

# Create new column "distance", where distance measurements are in m instead of ft.
nh_pts_sub$distance <- nh_pts_sub$distance_ft * 0.3048
# 0.3048 is the number of m/ft.

# Again, check that maximum distance is not greater than 20.1168 m.
max(nh_lts_sub2$distance, na.rm = TRUE)

# Fitting Detection Functions to PTS Data

# Code can be modified as in LTS. Note that transect must equal "point" when fitting detection functions to PTS data.

# Fit half-normal detection function without adjustment term.
nh_point_halfnorm <- ds(nh_pts_sub, transect = "point", key = "hn", adjustment = NULL, truncation = 20.1168, region.table = NULL, sample.table = NULL, obs.table = NULL, formula = ~1)

## Fitting half-normal key function

## Key only model: not constraining for monotonicity.

## AIC= 1029.125

# View fitted detection function model.
plot(nh_point_halfnorm)
Summarize model and obtain abundance/density estimates.

```
summary(nh_point_halfnorm)
```

###

## Summary for distance analysis
Number of observations : 177
Distance range : 0 - 20.1168

## Model : Half-normal key function
AIC : 1029.125

## Detection function parameters
Scale coefficient(s):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>3.044906</td>
<td>0.2855862</td>
<td>0.09702883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Summary statistics:
Region Area CoveredArea Effort n k ER se.ER cv.ER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Area Covered</th>
<th>Effort</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>ER</th>
<th>se.ER</th>
<th>cv.ER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 404685.5</td>
<td>62296.51</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>3.612245</td>
<td>0.4718399</td>
<td>0.1306224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Abundance:
## Label Estimate    se    cv    lcl    ucl    df
## 1 Total 1433.464 255.2 0.1780303 1010.874 2032.715 137.9601
##
## Density:
## Label    Estimate    se    cv    lcl    ucl    df
## 1 Total 0.003542168 0.0006306132 0.1780303 0.002497926 0.00502295 1 37.9601

# Check goodness of fit and Cramer-von Mises P-value (acceptable model will have non-significant P-value).
gof_ds(nh_point_halfnorm)
# Summarize all fitted models and select the best fit. Multiple models can be called at once within the "summarize_ds_models" function.

```r
data(woods, package = "clusterSim")
summary_ds_models(woods, nh_point_halfnorm)
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Key</th>
<th>function</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nh_point_halfnorm</td>
<td>Half-normal</td>
<td>~1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-vM p-value</td>
<td>$\hat{P_a}$ se($\hat{P_a}$) $\Delta$AIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8865527</td>
<td>0.8021218 0.09702883 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Once best model is selected, density in trees/ha can be calculated by multiplying the supplied density estimate (which is in trees/sq.m) by 10000 (the number of sq.m/ha).